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Abstract
●

Article examining for Abstract from ICCB (2020) National Career Cluster Framework

●

Purpose includes the following;
○

There are different categories of career clusters and details on the different offering

○

16 career clusters, representing more than 79 career pathways available to students’

○

CTE career cluster curricula provide Common Career Technical Core standards and a framework for
districts to utilize

Abstract: Example of CTE
Career Cluster Framework
Arts, /V Technology &
Communications
Career Cluster.
Go to retrieved from:
https://careertech.org/arts
to view PDF details

Purpose of The Study
The purpose of the study; to examine CTE learning outcomes, pathways, and programs

Note: During this semester, I have been researching and examining CTE curriculum maps, specifically in the commercial
arts career cluster to see what learning outcomes students achieve in secondary and postsecondary classroom settings. My
research has led to me a variety of resources relating to CTE learning outcomes, career clusters, and CTE career pathways.

Research Questions
●

What type of CTE programs are most successful in a high school setting?

●

How will today’s COVID- 19 pandemic affect the amount of CTE work-based learning opportunities
available to students?

●

Specifically what career clusters in the CTE program will be most effective in the future of education, and
the commercial arts industry?

Research Questions
●

CTE certificates are available to students in different career clusters at a variety of levels. What are the
requirements for the commercial arts CTE certificates in different states? How do they compare and
contrast?

●

What types of technology do different states use in a commercial arts classroom? I am very interested in
classroom design and technology, since I designed our school’s classroom vocation.

Definition of Variables and Key Terms

●

Looking at the article by Dietrich, C., Lichtenberger, E. and Kamalludeen, R.,( 2017)
○

Variables include; gender, ethnicity, academic preparation, and expectation of CTE completion rate

○

Key terms include; CTE participation, CTE curriculum, CTE learning outcomes

Definition of Variables and Key Terms
○

CTE participation; high school, postsecondary, and trade school students’ which study a specific career
cluster and work on completing a vocational program of study and/or certificate

○

CTE Participant; a student must be enrolled in a state-approved CTE workforce development course to be
considered a CTE Participant

○

CTE Curriculum; prepares students for high demand careers with a depth of learning that builds
real-world skills. Each course is part of a comprehensive program of study so that students graduate ready
for a job, certification or technical school.

○

CTE Learning Outcomes; measurable skills, abilities, and knowledge which align with CTE learning
objectives and standards

Operational Definitions (measurable definitions) of
Variables
●

Measurable
definitions consist of
looking at the
marketplace jobs
available in a given

Review of Literature
●

The purpose of the literature review was to examine CTE Learning Outcomes, Pathways, and Programs

●

Goal for CTE is to make sure students’ are college, community, and career ready

●

CTE programs and career clusters vary from state to state

●

My research has led me to a variety of resources relating to CTE learning outcomes, career clusters, and CTE
career pathways

●

Research suggests a variety of cases studies, surveys, and qualitative research data

Review of Literature: Discussion of Key Terms
●

Key terms include; career clusters, vocational studies, CTE learning outcomes, CTE learning
standards, industry experience, internships, and more

●

Career cluster; a group of careers that share common features and traits. Career clusters
provide students with learning skills in vocational studies. For example; commercial arts,
auto mechanics, cosmetology, e.g.

●

Vocational studies; education that prepares students for career success in a specific trade

●

CTE learning outcomes; statements that describe objectives students’ will accomplish is the
CTE program, specific to the career cluster skills and standards

Review of Literature: Discussion of Key Terms
CTE learning standards; includes key ideas and standards which are applied to CTE lesson plans and projects, which
students complete (in IL also known as The Common Career Technical Core / CCTC)
Industry experience; real-world projects, internships, and work-based learning involving problem solving, critical
thinking, soft-skills, and more.
Internships ; period of work-experience offered by an organization with specific vocational skills. Internships can be paid
or unpaid, and will help enhance a professional portfolio or resume.

Review of Literature
●

CTE involves career ready standards, and instrustry field experience to secondary and postsecondary students

●

CTE programs provide students with resources including;
○

Career clusters

○

Employability skills to strengthen their portfolio
■

Employability skills involve
learning strategies, see the graphic
on this slide

○

Potential jobs or internships upon graduation

Review of Literature: Collaborate
●

3-C Ready; College, Community, and Career Ready - starts with collaboration

●

A successful CTE program has high school teachers working with community
colleges to align curriculum and standards, to best prepare our future

●

CTE learning outcomes, pathways, and programs are essential in
today’s school districts

●

Share my example of how I have collaborated with Waubonsee Community College
and CTE facilitator for STEM kart project

Review of Literature:
Technology and Learning Environment
●

CTE career clusters provide a variety of learning environment which cater to the specific vocational class

●

Please see classroom design attached; this is an example my commercial arts map, which I designed using Adobe
Illustrator

●

My commercial arts classroom theme is; design, create, innovate

●

Technology will vary depending on what career cluster

●

Current cutting edge technology is essential for CTE programs

●

The Perkins Act has provided funds available to CTE programs which follow CTE learning standards and structure

Mrs. Plass’s Classroom Design: Learning Environment
●

Please see classroom
design; this is an
example my commercial
arts classroom map,
which I designed using
Adobe Illustrator

●

My commercial arts
classroom theme is;
design, create, innovate

Summary of the Significant Themes
Emerged in Literature Review
●

CTE helps our students’ become more college, community, and career ready

●

The economy is always changing, but skilled trade workers will always be essential in the marketplace

●

Technology is innovative and helps enhance CTE programs, so that our students; can be on the cutting edge

●

CTE learning outcomes, pathways, and programs are essential in both private and public school systems

●

Successful CTE educators collaborate and connect with other CTE educators and industry professionals

Mrs. Plass’s Commercial Arts Class Industry
Field Trip to Eagle Flexible Packaging

●

Industry field trips help students learn more about career clusters

●

This is an industry field trip which I planned, organized, and implemented

Further Research Questions
●

What learning platforms are used most in the commercial arts career cluster?

●

Will there be more CTE coordinator and facilitator careers available with the Perkins Act
growing and developing?

●

Within the CTE community, will states start to communicate about CTE career clusters via video
(Zoom or Skype) communications to help enhance the CTE system?

Qualitative Research Design
●

Qualitative research design; describes life experiences and gives them meaning

●

The purpose of this qualitative research design; examine CTE learning outcomes, pathways,
and programs, by looking at a variety of data

Qualitative Research Design
●

The workforce is changing, jobs are requiring a specific skills set for today’s economy, and students
need to be trained in CTE programs to achieve new opportunities, which exist in today’s
marketplace.

●

“These demographic and workforce trends have compelled many community colleges to rethink the
traditional silos between their vocational and transfer functions, considering ways to extend CTE
beyond certificates and associate degrees and promoting transfer as an opportunity for students
enrolled in occupational programs (Karadanjeff and Schiorring, 2011).”

Sampling
●

With sampling, the researcher must provide evidence and variables which correlate with the research design

●

The research design selected for this research proposal is; qualitative design

●

Purposive samples; chosen for non-probability techniques

●

The research which I have conducted examines different states CTE structures and specifically CTE career clusters
(California, Colorado, Illinois, and more)

●

Data saturation occurs when more career clusters increase, due to economic needs and the job market

Methods of Data Collection
●

Questionnaires

●

Surveys

●

The method of data collection for this article was illustrated in The CTE Transfer Research Project;
○

Statistics of how many students transferred to a community college, workforce development
data, and demographic resources. Decision making was driven by evidence-based inquiry
and questionnaires. It did not say if the questions of the questionnaires were open-ended
questions or not.

Methods of Data Collection
●

Results of this qualitative article included:
○

Interviews, data, and an infrastructure of different phases to assist California’s CTE program going
forward

●

Who did this qualitative study impact?
○

High school CTE programs, community colleges, faculty, and students

Data Analysis Procedures
●

Data analysis procedures include; 4 checkpoints during 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarter of school with CTE teachers
and committees
○

Please see the details on the timeline for more information on this. Each quarter there are specific objectives
listed which will help in the data analysis of the project

●

Please see step-by-step of Data Analysis Procedures on the next slide

Data Analysis Procedures
1.

Step 1: Define Questions

2.

Step 2: Set Clear Measurement Details and Define Variables

3.

Step 3: Collect Data

4.

Step 4: Analyze Data

5.

Step 5: Interpret Results (Is more data needed?)

Ethics and Human Relations
●

A huge dynamic of CTE is collaborating and
connecting with other teachers and professionals
in the community

●

I am part of the Waubonsee Community College
commercial arts career cluster committee

●

I had the opportunity to meet with the graphics
teacher at Batavia High School and I had the
opportunity to see her program

Ethics and Human Relations
●

I helped plan and
implement our school CTE
Employability Workshop

●

Employability Skills are
essential in CTE vocational
course classes

Mooseheart Employability Workshop
Press Release

Timeline

Questions or Comments
from my presentation?
Thank you and have a great day!
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